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About This Content

Come with El Presidente on a journey through time and space in the new ‘Surf’s Up!’ DLC for Tropico 5. In the not-too-distant
future, Earth is under threat of alien incursion. The only hope for Tropico lies with the wise dolphins of the Pacific Ocean, who

hold the power to veto this decision through bureaucracy! The Tropicans of tomorrow have asked El Presidente to utilise the
brand new Dolphinarium building in order to attract tourists, make money and save the beautiful sea creatures. Help protect the

island from unnecessary space tolls and you might just find the answer to the question of life, the universe and everything.

New standalone scenario: “Surf’s Up!” – Save the dolphins, save the world

New building: The Dolphinarium – Fill your tourists with awe and marvel at the wonders of nature

New dynasty avatar accessory: Look like a professional marine-biologist with The Diving Mask

New sandbox map: Qualichi

New music track and additional voice recordings
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Title: Tropico 5 - Surfs Up!
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Haemimont Games
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Franchise:
Tropico
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 400 or higher, AMD Radeon HD 4000 or higher, Intel HD 4000 or higher (DirectX 11 hardware support
required)

DirectX: Version 11

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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love the game. No bugs, good pace and enjoyable art. Essentially Guitar hero with a keyboard.. Ignite is just an all around poor
racing game--a bad clone with zero originality. Stick to the Flatout, Burnout, and Need for Speed series.. this is a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t game! dont buy please! you can only win this game if you sell uranium to
trump so he can bomb russia or if you play russian roulette with some weird guy. the game doesnt inclulde the amazing hardbass
as in the video seen.. Its a little dark and hard but i like it.. Was looking for Phoenix alternative. AccuRC has been really great
for me so far. Configured my DX9 wirelessly with SPMWS1000, works really great - but required quite some fiddling around
in sim, radio and controller calibration. Enabling "raw" input mode in SIM was what alloed me to get throttle and pitch as
separate channels.

Improvements over Phoenix for me personally:

* Much better audio - you can hear blades in auto, blade farts in aggressive moves, head speed is also well represented by sound
level;
* Slightly better graphics - I really can't complain about phoenix graphics but this just looks a bit more detailed.
* Physics - feels somewhat more realistic, especially if you want to setup "less than ideal" helicopter with tail hold having a
slight flop or being able to hit a tail blowout if you push the heli too far.

Things I liked in Phoenix better:
* Multiplayer with actual people in it
* More flying sites

In any case, really great sim for some serious training during winter!. what a shame game looks so dam cool but its not unless
you like shootign enemies off screen you can walk the hole screen and shoot the enemy who you cannot even see because hes
not in the screen yet this is a shame go wait for your cat to fart its more exciting than this. Disappointingly short, and not as
many routes as one would be led to believe. There seemed to be some set up to have a route for the best friend, but I found that
there was no such option. It also would have been nice to have a route with Tiffany, but no such luck. It's cute enough, I enjoyed
the first playthrough, but it's almost impossible not to get the good endings. In fact, I tried going back to the ship instead of
sleeping with Santi and the game kept looping back around and going nowhere until I selected the option to spend the night with
him. Why bother having an option there at all?
TL;DR - Skip this one, you're not missing anything.. Edgy as heck but fun. I'll be on the Yes & No evaluation on this one, but
more on the No side...
The atmosphere is awesome, both graphics and sounds match perfectly with the gloomy mood of the game, and it's really fun to
roam from ship to ship, exploring strange and dreadful places where you never really know what will fall upon you. At first.
Because there is some replayability, but the patterns and contents are quickly known, even if there is randomness in the
different aspects.
Too bad the devs abandonned their game! It can be really great, but in its actual state, it doesn't worth playing more than a few
hours. The difficulty is quite hard (even if we can deal with that), it's true that sometimes you start a mission that is impossible
to finish due to level randomness, and some bugs remains. It leaves a bad taste of unfinished, and that's a shame because it can
go so much further!
I tried several times to asks the devs if there was any plans for the future - as they said there would - but never had answers.
Even for a such basic feature as the custom keybindings, they apparently don't mind to do something! Users of azerty
keyboards, be warned! You can't change the controls, and it's really a pain. That's maybe the main reason why i don't
play this game anymore. I know they are a small team, but still...
So i'm sorry, but i can't recommand this game until devs consider finishing it.
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A great match 3 game.. Good things come in small packages.

This game is *super* short, you can easily play it in a single sitting. That said, it's one of the best single sittings I've ever had.. I
hate this game. It is no fun.. I love this game and I love these devolpers, if I can give them an extra chunk of change I will.. If
you're new to the WotHT series, it's great and I highly recommend it but this is the third game in the series so feel free to check
out the previous two games first.

If you're a WotHT veteran, this game plays exactly the same as the previous two but with one major twist in resource
management. The "Limited" in the title refers to the fact that you aren't able to collect crates and build units as you please any
more. You're given a limited supply of units for each mission. You do have two special units (well, one, really) which are
Hotaru, who is played up as a powerful unit by the story but turns out to be a bog standard Command unit, and your actual
special unit, a Mihari Scout unit, who has exceptional scouting abilities for the start of the game. Then you're given a handful of
other units to choose from to deploy as you see fit.

It doesn't seem to be a perma-death scenario, though. I haven't noticed any correlation between the units left over from the
previous mission and the ones I start with on the next mission. Considering you can go back and replay missions without directly
continuing from the previous one, I think it's safe to assume that's the case.

I can't really say whether the new resource management is good or bad. On the one hand, I liked building up a super powerful
squad and crushing my opponent but, on the other hand, it does take the strategy out of the game when you can simply scount
the entire map and then level it all in one turn. It's a matter of balance and this time they balanced it for maximum strategy.

Overall, it's still a great game for fans of the series so definately pick it up.
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